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have you seen
the lite?the lite?

Now there’s absolutely
no excuse for ‘bloom’ as
the winter sets in.

The winter nights are drawing in.
It’s getting colder, damper. And
you’re probably noticing that dis-

tinctive bloom creeping onto more and
more of your sprayed components.
There is, of course, a solution. You’ve
known it for long enough, you’ve read
about it in Furniture Journal but, even
though you know it’s costing you time
and money to ignore it, you’ve not
done anything about it. 

For those of you on the edge of a
decision, there is still time. Just.

You see, having saturated the British
market with his drying solution, the in-
ventor of the Schubox (that amazing
piece of kit that shortens drying time
from hours to just a few minutes by
using infra-red catalytic convertors)
has turned his attentions - and his pro-
duction - towards overseas buyers.
They have been flocking in droves from
the wettest corners of the globe, eager
to secure Schubox production for their
factories. Already there are Schuboxes
in Bulgaria, the Czech Republic, Spain,
Poland, Norway, Holland, Belgium,
Denmark and the list is growing. And
as they secure production slots, your
chances of getting a Schubox diminish.

Time to act perhaps?
There’s an added incentive:
Shown for the very first time at ASFI

was Schubox Lite, a no frills version of
the Schubox which, says its inventor,
Peter Schubert, uses catalytic emitters
that are ATEX certified and an identical
gas train and control panel to big
brother. The difference is, the Schubox
Lite is half the price of a Schubox. 

How has he done it? 
“We’ve taken away features which

don’t affect the output of the catalyst
or the safety of the operation,” ex-
plains Peter. “The body is not double
skinned, insulated or stainless steel
like the Schubox. Construction is from
single skinned, heavy duty galvanised
panelling and that’s less expensive.”

Bridging the gap between the
portable Schushine and the all-singing-
all-dancing Schubox, Schubox Lite
should appeal to those who know
they’ve got problems with drying, don’t
want six or eight hour drying cycle and
have so far resisted forking out for a
full-blown Schubox.

If that’s you, don’t delay. Schubox
Lites are also being snapped up fast.

Tel: 01226 360900.

Left & below: The Schubox Lite uses ATEX
certified catalytic emitters, just like the Schubox, but
single skin construction in galvanised panels has
enabled Schubert Technical Services to cut the cost
by half.

Peter Schubert.


